Two Oceans Aquarium Shop
V&A, Cape Town
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We have debated and toyed at length
around the idea of how to extend the aquarium experience into the store, so that the store
is not simply ‘a store at the entrance’ or simply
something ‘after’ the aquarium experience’.
In order to achieve the above the past
and more recent thinking was to borrow
from the aquarium experience, to extend
this intriguing, magical and strange experience by adding tanks, etc., within the store.
Our concept is to move away from the direct extended aquarium/ tank experience,
and proposes a concept that speaks to
the extension not of the aquarium but of
the core experience of discovery and adventure that, for us, is a critical core feeling ones gets from the aquarium visit.
We are visualizing an environment that is an
adventurous space and object perceived
by the visitor as a space before it is perceived as a shop, a space of interest that
the viewer thinks, “wow, what is this thing?”
The ‘thing’ is indescribable in simple ‘this’
or ‘that’ terms it is at once part of the under-water-world, part of the beach sand,
part of the shell collection, a sea and
shore experience its shape speaks of
the inside of a whale, a mollusk, an ancient conch - it evokes a querying intrigue.
IN construction the shape has the didactic quality of the dinosaur plywood models, its ribs very animal like a whale skeleton, softened with a gossamer lycra
covering, a shimmering lm that can receive coloured light effects and shadows.
It is oriented in the store so that on rst sight,
on exit from the aquarium, it appears tunnel like - a cavernous space, a spatial invitation to enter the existing ‘dead’ tank lled
either with jelly sh in neon light or simply
neon-tinted water with a bubble vortex as
a showpiece, forming a focus at the end.
As one enters, the ribs dissolve laterally
opening up views between to the colourful backdrop of the merchandise on the
walls arranged on an off-the-shelf hanging/
shelving system, allowing absolute exibility
and interchangeable merch areas - a complex formed, simple colour object within a
simply formed complex colour backdrop.
The form integrates shelving in its lower portions and freestanding impulse units assist navigation in and through the space.
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